Tatsuya Nakanishi Non-member (Chuo Univ. / CREST, JST, tnakani@sensor.mech.chuo-u.ac.jp) Kenji Terabayashi Non-member (Chuo Univ. / CREST, JST, terabayashi@mech.chuo-u.ac.jp) Kazunori Umeda Non-member (Chuo Univ. / CREST, JST, umeda@mech.chuo-u.ac.jp) Keywords : lip reading, DP matching, intelligent room, gesture recognition, image processing These days, home appliances in our living environment are becoming full of functions. On the other hand, the increase of their functions makes their operation complicated. For such appliances frequently used in everyday life, intuitive operation is desirable for users. There are studies to make a room or some space itself intelligent. This approach is effective for realizing natural human-machine interface. We are also constructing an intelligent room, in which we can operate home appliances such as a television set by gestures. The operator (i.e., a person with an intention to operate an appliance) does not need a special attachment and can make operations in a natural state. Fig.1 illustrates the room. Color cameras with pan, tilt and zoom functions are installed and gestures of the operator are observed with them.
In the system, a target appliance is chosen by pointing. However, measurement of direction of pointing is not robust according to the relative direction to cameras, etc. Therefore, we consider adding a new, intuitive modality to indicate an appliance. An effective candidate is speech recognition. In this paper, we consider another modality: to recognize mouth motion, i.e., lip reading, using a camera. We propose a method to recognize mouth motion for choosing a home appliance in the intelligent room.
The existing studies dealing with lip reading are divided into two kinds; one is model-based, and the other is image-based. A problem of image-based methods is that they are affected by the size of lip image. We cope with the problem and recognize mouth motion based on Dynamic Programming (DP) matching. Fig.2 shows the flow of proposing mouth motion recognition. We first detect a face region of the operator as shown in Fig.3 . Then mouth region is extracted from the face region. The size of the extracting mouth region can be defined by the size of face region. The mouth region is converted to a low-resolution image. A time series of the low-resolution mouth image is matched to the model data with DP matching. In this process, we introduce a mechanism to cope with a change of mouth position while speaking a word by using nine low-resolution images with small shifts and choosing the best-fit image as shown in Fig.4 .
We verified the mouth recognition method by experiments to recognize four words: "fan", "TV", "air con" (air conditioner), and "light". Four kinds of mouth motions of a subject were registered at the distance of 2[m] from a USB camera. Then his mouth motions were recognized at 0.5, 1, 2 [m] . It is shown that practical recognition rates are realized for each distance and the proposed method overcomes the disadvantage of image-based method. An intelligent room which recognizes gestures and supports people is expected in various situations in recent years. This paper proposes a method to recognize mouth motion, i.e., a method of lip reading, to indicate an object like a home appliance in an intelligent room. The method first detects the operator's face. Then mouth region is extracted from the face region using the fact that inside of mouth is dark. Dynamic Programming (DP) matching is applied to a sequence of low-resolution images of the mouth region and the mouth motion of speaking a word is recognized. The proposed method overcomes the disadvantage of image-based methods that they are not robust to the change of distances between an operator and a camera. Additionally, the proposed method can cope with small displacement of mouth position while speaking by considering one-pixel offsets for low-resolution images and using nine shifted images to obtain the smallest distance. The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated by experiments to recognize four words that are typical names of home appliances. "video" -100 35
"telephone" -100 60
"camera" -55 20
"heater" -80 75
"pc" --75
"kompo" --20
"oobun" --80 
